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Abstract: In this study, we attempt to assess the value of the term Big Data when used by researchers
in their publications. For this purpose, we systematically collected a corpus of biomedical publications
that use and do not use the term Big Data. These documents were used as input to a machine
learning classifier to determine how well they can be separated into two groups and to determine
the most distinguishing classification features. We generated 100 classifiers that could correctly
distinguish between Big Data and non-Big Data documents with an area under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve of 0.96. The differences between the two groups were characterized by
terms specific to Big Data themes—such as ‘computational’, ‘mining’, and ‘challenges’—and also by
terms that indicate the research field, such as ‘genomics’. The ROC curves when plotted for various
time intervals showed no difference over time. We conclude that there is a detectable and stable
difference between publications that use the term Big Data and those that do not. Furthermore,
the use of the term Big Data within a publication seems to indicate a distinct type of research in the
biomedical field. Therefore, we conclude that value can be attributed to the term Big Data when used
in a publication and this value has not changed over time.
Keywords: Big Data; Big Data Aspects; hype; biomedical literature; text mining; Lasso Regression

1. Introduction
With approximately 3700 documents mentioning Big Data in the PubMed library between 2011
and the time of writing, it can be said that the term Big Data is widely used in biomedical research.
This, however, does not mean that a clear-cut meaning of the term is being applied, as can be attested
from the many publications—both formal and informal—written on the subject. This sentiment is
underwritten in publications such as Tian et al. [1] and Mayer-Schonberger et al. [2], which state that
there is no rigorous definition of Big Data and it remains something of a work-in-progress. The reasons
above, in conjunction with a massive increase in use in the last few years [3], raises the question of
what value the term holds when used in a scientific document.
By comparing documents that use the term with those that do not, one can find out what
distinguishes these two groups of documents from each other and determine how well they can be
separated [4]. We further refer to these two groups respectively as Big Data (BD) and non-Big Data
(NBD) documents. The degree to which BD can be separated from NBD documents gives insight in the
value of the Big Data term, and inspecting the distinctive features tells us something about its meaning.
The influence of some hype effect can be measured through the change of value of the term over time.
In our work we are particularly interested in discovering differences between BD and NBD
documents in the scope of biomedical research literature. Our hypothesis is that the term BD describes
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research with common characteristics that are distinguishable from those found in other biomedical
research. Also, we hypothesize that through overuse or hype, the meaning of the term has become
diluted over time. In this study, we therefore investigate the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

How well can documents that use the term BD be distinguished from documents that do not use
the term in a comparable corpus?
What are the distinguishing features between BD and NBD documents?
Does the distinguishability of BD and NBD documents change over time?

The large number of published literature makes it nigh impossible for a researcher to keep up
with the status quo [5]. Therefore, we seek answers to these questions through text mining on a corpus
of BD and NBD documents from two biomedical literature databases. The label BD or NBD was given
based on the presence or absence of the term Big Data in the title or abstract. BD and NBD documents
were cleaned and preprocessed to be used as input to a machine learning classifier that trains a model
to determine the most distinguishing features. To assess the stability of the applied methods multiple
datasets were created and tested, each with a different random mix of documents. Features that were
selected consistently were used in further analysis.
This work builds on previous research published in conference proceedings [6]. In this previous
work we also investigate whether BD and NBD documents are distinguishable using text mining tools.
There we concluded that BD biomedical research articles can be reliably identified. Here we extend
that work, the BD corpus in the current study has nearly doubled in size and we analyze a larger
portion of the available scientific documents. Furthermore, the analysis methods were adapted and
simplified.
2. Related Work
The meaning of BD is being discussed at various levels. In 2001 Gartner published a report which
in hindsight is often referred to as the first description of BD. It defines the term through information
technology challenges described by three Vs: volume, velocity, and variety [7]. This definition has had
many additions and adaptations over time and a relatively stable six Vs (volume, velocity, variety,
veracity, value, and variability) are in common use presently [8].
At an informal level, various blogs have debated about the usage of the term BD, and the hype
that surrounds it. These blogs cover a wide spectrum of opinions expressed by members of the
scientific community and industry. At one end of the spectrum we have ‘The emperor’s new clothes’,
by Levi [9], which states that BD appears to be a fad with many potential downfalls in the medical
field. On the other end, some state that BD has become the ‘new normal’ in information processing.
Gartner describes that the aspects of BD have evolved into various other areas such as data science [10].
IBM states that BD techniques are no longer an option, but a necessity [11]. The large majority, however,
adopt definitions of BD that often focus on technological aspects such as the storing and processing
of data [12,13].
While blogs are informal and subjective sources, there are also many researchers investigating
the meaning of BD more systematically. Some approached this in a qualitative manner by analyzing
existing definitions, describing similarities and differences, and merging them into an overarching
definition. For example, De Mauro et al. [14] looked at 15 existing definitions and derived four
overarching aspects that define BD: Information describes the aspects directly related to data such
as its volume and variety; Technology and Methods describe the techniques to make use of data;
and lastly Impact describes the value—either scientific or economic—that data may generate. Others
are, for example, Ward et al. [15] and Gandomi et al. [16] which assess existing (industry) definitions
to find and describe common aspects between them. There is also research focused on definitions
within a specific research area, such as: Kudva et al. [17] for smart cities, Wolfert et al. [18] for smart
farming, and Hashem et al. [19] for cloud computing. These studies are aimed at helping researchers
identifying the intersections between the research area that they know and BD.
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Other researchers applied quantitative methods and extracted common features from research
publications. Hansmann et al. [20] identified topics in a corpus of BD publications and described
them in the light of existing definitions. They concluded that BD is described by data, information
technology infrastructure, and methods of data analysis. Similarly, our previous work [21] mined the
topics of BD publications and matched them against the six BD Vs and the definition posed by [14].
We concluded that while some Vs are often identified (volume, velocity, value), the presence of aspects
from the definition of de Mauro et al. is especially strong.
More closely related to the research in this paper is the work of Hahn et al. [3] who analyzed the
changes in popularity of specific areas in bioinformatics over time. They gathered a set of scientific
literature and applied a keyword and topic modelling-based analysis. Their results show that the term
Big Data has a massive increase in popularity over time and several research areas of bioinformatics
are shifting to BD techniques.
The previously mentioned studies attempted to understand and define BD in the broad scope of a
research field, including methodological aspects. The meaning of BD, however, has also been derived
from the characteristics of datasets alone. By applying a taxonomy [22] of potential BD aspects to 26
datasets, Kitchin et al. [23] investigated which aspects are common in ‘Big’ datasets. They concluded
that velocity and exhaustivity (i.e., the dataset is a sample or n = all) are the most distinguishing
aspects. Moreover, they stated that volume and variety, which are traditionally related to BD, do not
qualify as meaningful aspects without velocity or exhaustivity.
As it can be seen from the above, the term Big Data may be used to describe different aspects.
Defining BD only through dataset characteristics, as proposed by Kitchin et al., provides a narrow
perspective, excluding aspects such as methods and technology that are included by many others.
Depending on the point of view, BD definitions may overlap but are often not fully in agreement with
each other. Therefore, when the term Big Data is used in a scientific document, it is unclear what it
really means and whether this is a marker of unique characteristics.
3. Data and Methods
3.1. Corpus Collection
The corpora were obtained through querying and cleaning of BD publications, and then matching
these to NBD publications through new querying and cleaning steps. Overviews are shown in
Figure 1a,b respectively. The implementation of the methods described in this section can be found on
GitHub [24].
3.1.1. BD Corpus
BD documents were collected from PubMed and PubMed Central (PMC) using the Entrez
Programming Utilities API [25]. We searched for the literal use of the term “Big Data” in either
the title or abstract. The following search queries were used:
•
•

PubMed (“Big Data”[TIAB] OR (big[TI] AND data’[TI])).
AND (“2011/01/01”[PDAT] : “3000/12/31”[PDAT]) AND English[Language].
PMC (“Big Data”[TI] OR “Big Data”[AB]) AND (“2011/01/01”[PDAT] : “3000/12/31”[PDAT]).

The query did not allow distance between the words ‘big’ and ‘data’ to minimize the number
of irrelevant results. For the same reason we limited the search to publications after 2011. Note that
3000/12/31 is the default value that PubMed uses when no limit is given for the end date. We noticed
that documents containing the term “Big Data” between single quotes were not returned by the
PubMed search, therefore the sub-query (big[TI] AND data’[TI]) was added and the gathering
was repeated.
The search used the esearch function of the Entrez API, which yielded 3679 PubMed and
1387 PMC results. With the efetch function the following information was retrieved and stored in a
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local database: titles, abstracts, and metadata (i.e., publication date, publication type, DOI, journal,
journal ISSN, and journal ISO).
An overview of the cleaning process is shown in Figure 1a, and the steps are described in
order below.
(1) Some documents had to be removed as they could not be retrieved by the efetch function.
(2) Documents with empty abstracts were removed as they did not contain enough data to be useful
in the classification. (3) In our previous study [6] we observed that documents such as comments
and letters to the editor have different structure and content, therefore documents other than research
papers were removed (Full list of removed document types: Addresses, Bibliography, Biography,
Book, Clinical Conference, Comment, Congresses, Consensus Development Conference, Consensus
Development Conference, NIH, Dataset, Directory, Editorial, Guideline, Interview, Lectures, Letter,
News, Published Erratum). The document type was determined with the PublicationTypeList
field in the Entrez API output. (4) We observed that not all journals in the corpus primarily covered
biomedical research, so these had to be removed manually. All journals with three or more documents
in the corpus were inspected by one of the authors (AA), as we assumed that journals with less
documents did not have a big impact on the corpus, overall. The titles of the documents were scanned
to estimate the research field of the journal, and where the field did not become clear the abstracts
were analyzed as well (see Dataset S1 for the complete list of journals). (5) Lastly, any duplicates were
removed based on title or DOI.
The search was performed on 13 May 2018 and yielded 5066 documents, and through cleaning
2554 were removed, resulting in a BD corpus of 2512 documents.
Records identified through
database searching
PubMed Central (n = 1,387)
Pubmed (n = 3,679)

Records identified through
database searching
PubMed Central (n = 235,656)
Pubmed (n = 606,011)

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 4,142)

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 633,643)

Records assessed for eligibility
(n = 4,142)

Empty abstracts (n = 798)
Document type (n = 172)
Exclude journals (n = 630)

Records assessed for eligibility
(n = 633,643)

Empty abstracts (n = 93,851)
Document type (n = 7,957)
Publication date (n = 871)

Records after retrieving from API
(n = 2,512)

Unretrieved (n = 30)

Records after retrieving from API
(n = 526,244)

Unretrieved (n = 4,720)

Big Data Corpus
(n = 2,512)

non-Big Data Corpus
(n = 526,244)

(b)
(a)
Figure 1. Respectively the results of the search, fetch, and cleaning of: (a) the BD corpus; and (b) the
non-Big Data corpus. Diagram has been adapted from the PRISMA guideline [26] to fit our use case.

3.1.2. Non-Big Data Corpus
NBD documents were collected through the Entrez API similarly to the BD corpus. To make the
NBD documents comparable with BD documents, the PubMed and PMC databases were queried for
each journal in the BD corpus. Furthermore, the publication date range was set to the minimum and
maximum publication year of the BD documents in each journal. For example, the following query
would match BD publications between 2012 and 2016 in the journal Nature Communications: “Nature
Communications”[Journal] AND (“2015”[PDAT] : “2018”[PDAT]).
An overview of the cleaning process is shown in Figure 1b. The process was similar to the BD
corpus cleaning described above, with two differences: (1) no journals had to be removed; (2) some
documents were pre-published and had a publication date in the future, so these were removed.
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The match was performed on 13 May 2018 and yielded 841,667 documents. Through cleaning
315,423 were removed, resulting in an NBD corpus of 526,244 documents.
3.2. Dataset Preparation
In this section, we describe the preprocessing of the individual documents from the BD and NBD
corpora and their characteristics. Furthermore, we describe the sampling of the datasets used as input
to the classification method as described in Section 3.3. The implementation of the methods described
in this section can be found on GitHub [24].
We cleaned all documents so that they contained only unaccented alphabetical letters.
The following items were removed: HTML tags (PubMed data may contain the following tags:
<i>, <u>, <b>, <sup>, and <sub>), special characters (e.g., &, %), and numbers. Stopwords were
removed using the english list from the NLTK python library [27] in addition to ‘big data’ and ‘big’.
Lastly, the documents were tokenized and any too short (<2 characters) or too long (>34 characters)
tokens were removed, as they were unlikely to be real words.
The characteristics of the corpora after document cleaning are shown in Table 1. Word clouds of
the top-100 most frequent terms in both the BD and NBD corpora are shown in respectively Figure 2a,b.
When normalized, the corpora showed a similar trend in documents per year and tokens per document
(shown respectively in Table S2 and Figure S3). Please note that the minimum number of tokens in
the NBD corpus was zero for both the title and abstract, indicating empty fields. Later inspection
showed that this was due to three malformed documents in PubMed (PubMed IDs: 27529366, 27529367,
and 27529368).

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. Word cloud of the: (a) BD corpus and (b) non-Big Data corpus. The top-100 words are shown,
their size is proportional to their frequency in the respective corpus.

We sampled datasets so that they consisted of an equal number of BD and NBD documents.
The sampling process is shown in Figure 3. For each dataset the whole BD corpus was included and
paired with a random sample of the NBD corpus, resulting in sets of 5024 documents. Datasets were
split into 90% training and 10% validation data. To cover a larger part of the NBD corpus and test the
stability of the classifier, 100 datasets were created. We did not apply a cross validation, as each dataset
was randomly sampled from the NBD corpus. While this approach does not guarantee coverage of
all NBD documents we assume that the random sampling ensures a fair spread of the variety in the
NBD documents.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the corpora after cleaning. *: mean [minimum–maximum]. Docs: Documents.
Please note that 2018 only covers 1 January 2018 to 13 May 2018.

# docs
# journals
# docs per journal *
# docs per year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
# tokens
all *
title *
abstract *
# unique tokens
all *
title *
abstract *

BD

non-Big Data

2512
1189
2 [1–73]

526,244
1144
460 [1–10,298]

5
18
100
271
411
631
728
348

839
5668
23,825
53,307
87,220
134,876
175,590
44,919

133 [13–516]
9 [1–28]
125 [10–511]

139 [0–1210]
10 [0–57]
129 [0–1205]

94 [12–287]
9 [1–24]
92 [10–287]

91 [0–425]
10 [0–48]
89 [0–424]

90%

Big Data

Train

Train Lasso
classifier

10%

non
Big Data

Sampling
1:1 (BD:NBD)

Validate

ROCs
Measure
performance

AUCs
Coefficients

repeated 100x

Figure 3. Pipeline from sampling the data to training the models and retrieving performance metrics.

3.3. Classification
In this section, we describe how the classifiers were trained and how performance measures
were calculated. The input to the classifiers were the 100 datasets constructed as described in
Section 3.2. Furthermore, we describe how the influence of time (i.e., publication date) was evaluated.
The implementation of the methods described in this subsection can be found on GitHub [28].
The process of classification is shown in Figure 3. We implemented a logistic regression with
LASSO penalty using the glmnet R package [29,30]. This method was used because of its ability to
discard features and limit the size of the final model, thereby identifying the most relevant features.
For each dataset, the training data was used to fit a model with cv.glmnet. A range of lambda
values was tested using 10 folds. Predictions and coefficients were extracted using lambda.1se on the
validation data. Lambda.1se was chosen instead of lambda.min because it gives the simplest model
within one standard error of the minimal misclassification rate, limiting the number of selected features.
We extracted the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and Area Under the Curve (AUC) to
assess the performance of the classification models. Furthermore, the coefficient values of the selected
features were retrieved.
Trend Analysis
To answer research question 3 a stratified analysis by year of publication was performed. We used
the BD and NBD corpora, but split them into the following bins: 2011–2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018.
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Please note that documents from 2011 to 2014 were combined because each year included a relatively
small number of documents, which could result in unreliable results. For each bin we sampled 20
datasets with the same approach as described in Section 3.2.
Each dataset was classified using the same process as described in Section 3.3, and additionally
a confusion matrix was retrieved. The matrix was used to calculate the False Omission Rate (FOR).
This metric was chosen because it reflects the chance of a negatively classified document to be false
negative. We hypothesized that over time this metric would increase caused by a dilution of the value
of the term Big Data. When the value of ‘Big Data’ becomes diluted, documents without Big Data
characteristics might carry the BD label, and be included in our BD corpus. If no BD characteristics are
present, the classifier should label them as NBD, resulting in a false negative. This situation is captured
by the FOR.
4. Results
The mean AUC over all 100 datasets was 0.96 with a standard deviation of 0.009. ROC curves are
shown in Figure 4 and were relatively stable over the 100 datasets. Lastly, we retrieved the frequency
of each unique feature. Logistic regression with LASSO penalty creates a model with a subset of the
input features, therefore the features may differ between each model. As described above a model
was trained for every dataset, we counted the frequency of each unique feature. Then, all features that
occurred at least 50 times were used to create a word cloud, which is shown in Figure 5. The results
were used to answer research questions 1 and 2.

True Positive Rate

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
False Positive Rate

1.0

Figure 4. ROC curves for all 100 datasets with average curve highlighted (blue).

Figure 5. Word cloud of the selected features for all 100 datasets. Their size is proportional to the
number of times they were selected
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The outcomes of the analysis are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Please note that the ROC curves and
FOR curve do not show trends over time.

False Ommission Rate

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
2011-2014

2015

2016
Dataset

2017

2018

Figure 6. False Omission Rate over time, each year consists of 20 datasets, the mean and standard
deviation are plotted.

True Positive Rate

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
False Positive Rate

2011-2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
0.8
1.0

Figure 7. ROC curve for each period of time. Each period of time consists of 20 datasets, the mean
curve is plotted.

5. Discussion
In this study, we set out to answer the question whether and how a corpus of BD documents
can be separated from NBD documents published in the biomedical literature. Furthermore, we
investigated the distinguishing features and whether the date of publication of a document influences
its distinguishability. Below we analyze and discuss the results and limitations concerning the creation
of the datasets and classifiers, distinguishing features, and trends over time.
5.1. Corpus, Datasets, and Classification
We created two corpora—BD and NBD—and randomly sampled 100 datasets from them,
each with a one-to-one ratio of BD and NBD documents. For each dataset, a classifier was trained, and
the classification performance was tested. The generated models have a high performance with an
average AUC of 0.96. Analysis of the ROC curves showed that the model performance remains stable
over the 100 datasets. These results answer research question 1: a classifier based on bag-of-words
approach can reliably and with a high-performance separate BD and NBD documents.
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5.2. Distinguishing Features
To give an impression of the BD and NBD corpora two word clouds were created, respectively
Figure 2a,b. While the most frequent word (respectively data and patients) differs between the
corpora, there is much overlap between the word clouds. Most of the differences may be found in
the research fields that are covered. For example, the BD word cloud contains genetic and genome,
most likely stemming from the genomics field, which has a high interest in Big Data applications.
These insights, however, do not give a complete story about the differences between the BD and NBD
corpora. Therefore, research question 2 was answered by extracting the words that were selected as
most distinguishing features between the two sets of BD and NBD documents—see Figure 5. We apply
below the BD definition proposed by de Mauro et al. [14] to interpret these words.
Under the Information aspect, words such as massive and large are the most noticeable.
More interestingly, many words can be associated with Technology and Methods, for example:
computational, mining, and machine (possibly from “machine learning”). Value aspects can be
identified in words such as future, era, and challenges. Please note that a word such as era, as in
“the era of Big Data”, can also be associated with hype. Lastly, there are words that do not fit in the
definition as proposed by de Mauro et al., but instead identify a specific research fields such as omics
and genomics. These words are related to the areas that tend to handle large datasets.
Please note that other BD word clouds have been published, for example at the Gartner blog [13]
and the United Kingdom parliament website [12]. Please note that these word clouds include more
words that are associated with the size of data—petabytes, volume, size—as compared to our word
cloud in Figure 5. However, many words are similar, therefore supporting our findings.
5.3. Trends Over Time
There is a clear increase in the usage of the term Big Data in biomedical literature over time. Here
however our focus is in changes over time regarding distinguishability between papers that use the
term and that do not.
In our previous work [6] we found a trend over time in the False Discovery Rate (FDR).
This indicated that more papers were incorrectly classified as BD in more recent years. From this we
concluded that while BD concepts are still being discussed, researchers used the term Big Data less
often in later years, although their content includes BD aspects. In the current study we found no
trend for the FDR (data not shown) neither for the FOR. While the current work does not differ in
methodology from the previous one, it uses better data. In the study presented here we improved
the document searching and sampling approach by restricting the types of included BD documents
while increasing the number of matched NBD documents. We believe that the current datasets better
represent the published works in biomedical literature that are relevant for this study.
The ROC curves for various time intervals (Figure 7) show no trends in distinguishability.
The same conclusion can be drawn for the False Omission Rate (FOR, Figure 6). These results answer
research question 3, rejecting our hypothesis that the term Big Data became diluted over time.
5.4. Value of the term Big Data
In Section 2 we showed that there is a wide spectrum of opinions on the value and the definition
of the term Big Data. Concerning the definition, our findings show that the term is consistently used to
identify a distinct field of research within a biomedical scope. Moreover, the characteristics of this field
align with existing formal and informal definitions of the term.
With respect to the value of the term, our findings do not support the opinions that BD is a fad or
the ‘new normal’. A fad would die out over time, and a ‘new normal’ would permeate the literature.
In both cases one would expect to see less distinguishability as time progresses. However, we did
not find such a trend over time, which suggests that these opinions are not valid in the context of
biomedical scientific literature.
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5.5. Limitations
There were several limitations to our approach. Firstly, we restricted the corpus to biomedical
documents, therefore the BD and NBD corpora were collected from two biomedical online libraries,
PubMed and PMC. There are other libraries available such as Scopus and Ovid; however, they do not
provide a public API, which would make this study impractical.
Another limitation is the use of only titles and abstracts in the analysis, because the full text is
not directly available in the used libraries. We assume that the main message of each document is
represented in their title and abstract, but it is possible that more complex concepts are only expressed
in the full text. PMC contains open-access articles and therefore often, but not always, includes full text
in the API results. These would represent only a small portion of the BD corpus and were therefore
not used in this study.
To ensure a certain quality in our corpora we had to remove documents, for example because
they lacked an abstract. Please note that while some documents had to be discarded due to quality
criteria, all eligible BD documents were included in our analysis. The corpus was also restricted on
represented journals because we noticed that some journals included in the PubMed or PMC are not
specific to biomedical research. We manually curated a list of journals to be removed from the corpus;
however, this was non-exhaustive and partly subjective. Therefore, some of the documents included
in the corpus might be from other research fields.
Finally, we used all BD documents in each set and matched them with an equal amount of NBD
documents. Because there were 2512 BD documents, a theoretical maximum of 251,200 unique NBD
could be included. While this is about half of the total amount of NBD documents, we assume that
(even considering repeats) the random sampling ensures a fair spread of the variety in the NBD
documents. The ROC curves show little variation between the models, supporting this assumption.
6. Conclusions
In this research we investigated the question whether BD literature in the biomedical field can
be distinguished from literature that does not use the term. To our best knowledge, this is the first
study to analyze this question using quantitative methods in this research field. From our results,
we conclude that there is indeed a detectable and stable distinction between BD and NBD documents
in the biomedical field. Furthermore, we found no trends over time that indicate a change in the
distinguishability between BD and NBD documents. This suggests that the value of the term remains
the same, despite its increased usage in the biomedical literature.
The differences between the BD and NBD documents are mostly captured in terms that are
associated with Big Data themes previously described by others. Furthermore, the distinguishing
features seem to be sensitive to words that indicate data types belonging to certain research fields,
such as ‘omics’. These words suggest that certain research fields tend to use the term Big Data in their
publications more often. This is probably due to the affinity of some areas of biomedical research
with large datasets and computational methods, such as bioinformatics. Therefore, even when taking
possible hype into account, the use of the term Big Data within a publication seems to indicate a distinct
type of scientific publication in the biomedical field. Recognizing this may help biomedical researchers
to identify themselves with this new field, increasing participation in this growing community and
taking more benefit from it.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2504-2289/3/1/13/s1,
Dataset S1: Journal exclusion verdicts, Table S2: Normalized documents per year, Figure S3: Number of tokens
distribution over the documents.
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